PiFiZone is a Personal WiFi Space that one can create with
PiFi+PiFiSIM anywhere in a 3G mobile network which is available
almost everywhere where one would want to visit for business
or leisure.

PiFi & PiFi Services,
Make mobile data services for WiFi-enabled
devices ubiquitous and affordable for all
travelers and international voice calls dialed
from Smartphones by IP telephony from
anywhere to anywhere to be at the ultimate
lowest cost!

Europe
$0.12-$0.21/MB

safety - secured with personal password

Caribbean
$1.40/MB

Savings of 55% - 90%
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convenience - anywhere where there is GSM network; it
supports up to 9 devices for connection to the Internet ( multiple
users can share the same PiFiZone)
availability - ubiquitous; PiFiZone is set up with a press of a
button. ( you can tear it down with a press of a button as well);

Pay-per-use; there is not contract required.
U.S.A
$0.16 cent/MB

It is a great value proposition that your clients would appreciate
for its great value in terms of

Cost due to data transport to the
Internet for 1 minute of VoIP voice
conversation by PiFiVoice = US$0.21
(for 1 MB) / 4 = US$ 0.0525 (for 250 KB)
Cost per minute of voice call by
PiFiVoice to call USA = US$0.0143

Tremendous
Savings
On Data
Roaming
Charges

Total cost of a 1 minute call from
Germany to USA = US$ 0.0525+
US$0.0143 = US$ 0.0668 ( including
cost due to data transport cost and VoIP
cost)

PiFiDIALER
A Dialer App with superb features for
use with your iPhones, iPADS, Android
Smartphones, Windows and MAC Laptops

Dimensions:
54 mm x 91 mm x 12 mm

Pay as you go service, no contracts!

Uses 37.5% less (compared to any other Mobile
Dialer) volume of data transfer for one minute
of VoIP voice conversation. PiFiDialer+PiFiVoice

worldwide mobile roaming data service.
Eliminate high cost data service
when mobile roaming.

international calls when mobile roaming and
travelling abroad.

5 hrs continuous use and 150 hours standby
You get high speed (HSPA+) data service
The device is unlocked and works with
your current mobile operators
SIM Card and PiFiSIM

PiFiVOICE & PiFiDID
High-quality, best-value carrier service for IP
telephony for use with PiFiDialer to make and
receive telephone calls from and to anywhere;
PiFiDID is your virtual local number
in 65+ countries.

Download our Free Mobile App

www.ecocarrier.com

